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Cognizant Partners with Google Cloud on Google Cloud Cortex
Framework

Cognizant has partnered with Google Cloud to help our joint clients accelerate their business modernization
journey. The recently unveiled Google Cloud Cortex Framework is a set of templates, building blocks and
reference architectures that will simplify and accelerate planning, engineering and deployments on the Google
Cloud Platform. While support for additional solutions will be launched soon, SAP was announced as the first
area of focus for this exciting new offering.

As an official partner for the Google Cloud Cortex Framework, Cognizant will leverage our industry expertise and
our substantial experience with both Google Cloud and SAP, to provide clients with the resources they need to
launch, reinforce or expand their SAP deployments  through Google Cloud. We’re proud to partner with Google
on this offering and will be supporting our joint clients with business-outcome focused guidance, alongside our
cache of accelerators and frameworks that work synergistically with the modular, pre-configured offerings of
the Google Cloud Cortex Framework.

“Cognizant is thrilled to support the Google Cloud Cortex Framework to help our joint clients get a substantial
head start in their modernization journeys,” said Sanjiv Gossain, SVP and Global Leader of Cognizant’s Google
Business Group. “And with faster implementations of analytics and AI/ML, these organizations can make
powerful gains, mid-transformation. With Google Cloud Cortex Framework, the benefits of the cloud are more
accessible than ever. As longtime partners of both Google and SAP, our joint clients will be in good hands.”

To help accelerate shared customers’ cloud modernization journeys, Cognizant established the Google Business
Group (GBG) in 2021. The GBG is an expansion of Cognizant’s long-standing relationship with Google Cloud,
extending combined service capabilities and joint solutions development to meet the evolving needs of today’s
businesses.  In recognition of our outstanding partnership and growth in the past year, Cognizant was awarded
a Google Cloud Breakthrough Partner of the Year. Read more about our award.
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